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Roadmap
•The research questions

•Psycholinguistic methods

•Semitic morphology
•Why is it so interesting?

•Why is it a good test for various models?
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Language processing: the big questions
•How do we produce and understand language so quickly and effortlessly? 
• How is language represented in the mind? 
• What is the mental architecture of language?
• What are the cognitive processes underlying language use?

• Sound (phonetics, phonology, speech perception)
• Word (mental lexicon, morphology)
• Sentence (syntax, parsing, sentence processing)
• Meaning (pragmatics, discourse, reference)
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Some phenomena
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Phenomenon 1: perceiving sounds
Watch first video

Watch second video

•How do we perceive sounds?

•What is happening?
• Lips show, e.g. “ga”
• Sound says, e.g. “ba”

•What do you “hear”?

•This is know as the McGurk effect.
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Phenomenon 1: perceiving sounds
Methodology

The task here is identification: “What sound is this?”

Theoretical questions

How are sounds represented in our mind?

•Both auditory and visual information are represented for each sound.

How are sounds recognized (=processed)?

•Listeners use information from the two modalities in perceiving speech sounds.
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Phenomenon 2: spoken language

“Up in the air”

• I don’t think it’s a parent.
• I don’t think it’s apparent.

• The stuffy nose can lead to problems. 
• The stuff he knows can lead to problems.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-ScJhlW0N4


Phenomenon 2: spoken language

•There are no pauses between spoken words.

•We need to figure out where one word ends and the next begins, 
using prior knowledge about what is a word.

•How do we recognize words in continuous speech?
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Phenomenon 3: reading words
Which of the strings in this list is a word?

List A
Gambastya, revery, votile, chard, wefe, cratily, decoy, puldow, faflot, oriole, 
voluble, boovle, chalt, awry, signet, trave, crock, cryptic, ewe, himpola.

List B
Mulvow, governor, bless, tuglety, gare, relief, ruftily, history, pindle, develop, 
grodt, norve, busy, effort, garvola, match, sard, pleasant.
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Phenomenon 3: reading words

List A
Gambastya, revery, votile, chard, wefe, cratily, decoy, puldow, faflot, oriole, 
voluble, boovle, chalt, awry, signet, trave, crock, cryptic, ewe, himpola.

List B
Mulvow, governor, bless, tuglety, gare, relief, ruftily, history, pindle, develop, 
grodt, norve, busy, effort, garvola, match, sard, pleasant.

Which list was easier/faster? Why?
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Phenomenon 3: reading words
• Note: This is not how an actual experiment works.

• In an actual experiment, participants judge a single string at a time, as a word or non-
word, and then we compare the mean (=average) reaction time (RT) for high vs. low 
frequency words.
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Phenomenon 3: reading words

•Methodology:
•Lexical decision task: for every string, judge whether or not it is a word. 
•We are only interested in the reaction time (RT) to words. The non-words 
are there to distract the participants.

•Theoretical questions:
•What does this tell us about the representation and processing of words in 
our mental lexicon?
•We need a model that will account for why it takes less time to access high 
frequency words.
•Hypothesis: Energy activates the representation. Resting activation is 
higher for high frequency words, because they are activated more often.
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Lexical Access
in-class activity, best 
done in groups of 3
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Get a piece of paper, and choose a group member 
who can write quickly

Write the following words as quickly as possible

Ready?
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1. 3 synonyms for bad
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2. 3 words that start with the sound [p]
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3. 3 words that start with the letter m
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4.3 words that describe a giraffe
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Discussion:

1. Talk with your group members about what it 
means to know a word.

2. How does this activity illustrate the organization of 
the lexicon?
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Now turn the paper over to the other side…



Word Superiority
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Each member of your group will be shown a different list of letter sequences

Please decide now which list each of you will use:

◦ List A

◦ List B

◦ List C

Your task will be to memorize each sequence of letters from your list while it is 
briefly shown on the screen 

Then you will write down as many of the letters from the sequence you can remember
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There will be 3 sequences of letters to memorize 
so please number your page 1-3 now

The memory task will move quickly so be ready!

List A List B List C
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List A List B List C

jba reb top

#1
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write the letters you remember
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#2

List A List B List C

gbikajb esoremy parting
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write the letters you remember
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#3

List A List B List C

tggbtiqczaq poslatishem firefighter
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write the letters you remember
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Discussion:
1. Which list has letters that are the easiest to remember and why?

2. Was List B easier or harder to remember than List A? Why?

List A List B List C

1 jba reb top

2 gbikajb esoremy parting

3 tggbtiqczaq poslatishem firefighter
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Basic questions
•How do we retrieve information about words during 
comprehension? 
•The short answer is that we retrieve information 
about words via a process called lexical access. 
•For the long answer, we’ll need to consider how we 
get hold of this information and what factors 
influence this process.
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Lexical entries
•Characteristics of words
•Phonological: how the word is pronounced

•Syntactic: what part of speech it is

•Morphological: what its internal composition is

•Semantic: what it means
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Lexical entries
For example, a simplified lexical entry for the word 
“penguins” might look like this:

PENGUINS: phonological: /pɛŋgwɪnz/

syntactic: Noun

morphological: PENGUIN+plural

semantic: flightless bird, short-legged, 
tuxedo coat, etc.
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Phonology/orthography (=form)

•Our lexicon must allow for a mental 
representation of a word so we can match 
anything we hear or see to that representation. 

•In order to do this “matching”, we need both a 
phonological representation and an 
orthographic one that are connected to the 
same unit of meaning.
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Phonology and similarity
•Words can have a lot of neighbors (other words that sound 
similar or are spelled similarly).

•Spoken words in dense phonological neighborhoods take 
longer to recognize than words with in sparse 
neighborhoods. This suggests that neighbors compete with 
the target word representations. 

•Written words in dense neighbors are faster to recognize. 
This suggests that neighbors may co-activate each other.
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How are meaning, sound, and script connected?
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flightless bird, 
etc.

PENGUIN/pɛŋgwɪn/
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How are meaning, sound, and script connected?
•However, we know that different speakers say each word differently, and even a 
single speaker says a word differently each time. 

•We also know that written script varies quite a bit with relatively little effect on 
recognition.
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flightless bird, 
etc.

penguin
PENGUIN

/pɛŋgwɪn/
/pɪŋwɪn/
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How are meaning, sound, and script connected?
•Not only might we store all of this information, but we might also store, e.g., the 
pronunciation by a specific speaker and a specific time. So this may look simple 
but it’s really not – and keep in mind that this is just the phonetic/phonological 
information. 

•What about meaning and syntax? And when a single form has multiple 
meanings?
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intelligent
fashionable

smart
SMART

/smɑɹt/
/smɑ:t/
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Semantics
•The meaning component of a word is called its lemma. In some 
theories, the lemma also contains syntactic information.

•A lemma can contain a range of meanings or several senses. As 
we saw, the word smart has several senses: intelligent, 
fashionable, and also insolent, shrewd or to cause sharp pain.

•These senses are all related to each other in some way, which 
makes isolating the meaning of a word a difficult prospect 
without knowing how the word relates to others. 
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Semantics
•One type of sense relation is associative.

•Associations can be polled from humans or from 
large bodies of text called corpora (singular = corpus).
•sofa is related to couch
•dog is related to animal
•leaf is related to tree more than it is to microchip
•utensil is related to spoon
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Semantics
•One final complication to add to the picture is that 
not all languages lexicalize concepts or categories in 
the same way. For example:
•Some languages mark singular (one), dual (just 
two), and plural (more than two).
•Some languages use different numbers of 
prepositions for the same spatial relationships or 
use grammatical cases instead – for example…
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Bowerman (1996)
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Basic questions
•How do we store the information in our lexicon?

•Are words stored one by one in a long list alphabetically, or 
according to when we learned them, or to the context in 
which we learned them, or by all of these things? 

•Do we store related words together and of-a-piece (e.g., 
appear, disappear, reappear)? Apart (e.g., appear, re-, dis-)? 

•Is it a list at all or more of a network of related information?
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Basic questions
•Knowing the answer to these questions is important 
because how the lexicon is organized will affect how 
we access words. 

•In general, only a very few people think of the lexicon 
as a list; rather, more people think of the lexicon as a 
network.
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Some factors that affect lexical access
•Lexical factors
• Frequency effects

• Neighborhood effects

• Morphological effects

•Bottom-up information
• Stimulus quality (e.g., noisy environment)

•Top-down information
• Syntactic context (I am scared of the bug.)

• Semantic context (John drove his bug into the Thames.)
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Top-down vs. bottom-up 

Sensory input

Identification

Knowledge
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Top-down processing
•Systems that take external stimuli as input (e.g., auditory or 
visual) always have bottom-up processing.

•When a system also has top-down processing it is often 
referred to as an interactive system (or a system with 
feedback)

•Are there top-down processes in word recognition?
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Recognizing spoken words
One word alone the whole sentence

One word alone the whole sentence
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Shadowing
Earth shattering fact

If you set out to walk from one end of the Amazon rainforest to the other, it would take 
you at least a month. Even if you walked all night and day. You see, the Amazon’s the 
biggest rainforest on Earth, by a very longshot. It grows along the banks of the Amazon 
River in South America and covers an enormous six million square kilometers. That’s 
almost as big as Australia.
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Shadowing
Earth shattering fact

If you set out to walk from one end of the Amazon rainforest to the other, it would take 
you at least a month. Even if you walked all might and day. You see, the Amazon’s the 
biggest lainforest on Earth, by a very longshot. It krows along the banks of the Amazon 
River in South America and covers an enormous six million square gilometers. That’s 
almost as pig as Australia.
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Lexical decision
speak

smould

fester

thinch

briar

offaid

army

rathin

polyp

wondle

window

gresh

happid

toggle

wish

pocken

flimed

screed

bublim

ground
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Lexical decision
speak

smould

fester

thinch

briar

offaid

army

rathin

polyp

wondle

window

gresh

happid

toggle

wish

pocken

flimed

screed

bublim

ground
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Lexical decision
•Rubenstein et al. (1970) and Whaley (1978) both used a 
lexical decision task used to investigate the effect of word 
frequency on lexical access.

•In a lexical decision task participants see a string of letters 
on a computer screen and must push a “yes” button if they 
think the string is a word or a “no” button if they think the 
string is not a word.

•Participants are slower to respond when the word is low in 
frequency (among other things).
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######appleAPPLE
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######floapMURST
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######ribleRIBLE
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######loserFLOAT
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######appleAPPLE
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######floapMURST
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######ribleRIBLE
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######loserFLOAT
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######chimp######
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chimp
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Lexical decision and priming
•The phenomenon of priming in the lexical decision task: Present one word first 
(called a prime) a short time before the target word in the lexical decision task, 
and ask whether the presentation of the first word (the prime) changes the 
response time (RT) for the second word (the target).
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Lexical decision and priming
•Hypothesis: when a lexical entry (like ‘doctor’) is accessed, it 
temporarily ‘activates’ other lexical entries with similar meanings 
(like ‘nurse’), such that they can be accessed more rapidly. 

•The spreading activation metaphor: Words in the lexicon all have a 
‘resting’ activation state, but must reach a certain level of activation 
in order to ‘fire’ or be recognized. Frequently used words have a 
higher resting activation state, so they fire more quickly. When a 
lexical entry fires, it activates other similar entries, temporarily 
raising their activation state, so that they can be subsequently more 
rapidly recognized.
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Priming
•There are many kinds of linguistic priming, e.g.,
• Identity or repetition priming: bathe-BATHE

•Form priming: flea-FLED

•Semantic priming (a.k.a. congruence effect): doctor-
NURSE

•Translation priming: perro-DOG

•Cross-modal priming: see ARTICHOKE, hear “vegetable”

•Morphological priming: happy-UNHAPPY, corn-CORNER
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Masked priming
•Visual masked priming was developed by Forster & Davis 
(1984).

•The effects of masked priming are weaker and shorter lived 
than conscious priming, but have the benefit of showing 
fully automatic processing.

•Auditory masked priming was later developed by Kouider & 
Dupoux (2005) using compressed speech (more on this 
later).
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Models of visual word recognition
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Morton’s (1969) logogen model
•The Logogen Model of lexical access is a parallel activation model in which each 
word is represented as a logogen (or word detector) that specifies a word's 
lexical properties. Logogens are activated via sensory input: 

•As each letter or sound is detected it is matched to a logogen. 

•The logogen sums up the activation received for any particular stimulus and 
when it reaches a certain level of activation, it fires (like a neuron) and the word 
is recognized.
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Morton’s (1969) logogen model
•Contextual input operates in parallel to sensory input so if 
both are present, the level of activation is greatly increased 
and the word is recognized that much quicker.

•In a logogen model, both frequency and context can lower a 
word’s activation threshold.
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Forster’s search model
•The search model of lexical access (Forster 1976, 1979, 
1987, 1989) is a serial model in which orthographic and 
phonological information is used to access the master 
lexicon, which is where all other information is stored 
(syntactic, semantic, morphological). 

•The word recognition system is divided into (at least) two 
access files: orthographic and phonological.
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Forster’s search model

•The access files are split into bins so that you 
don’t need to search the whole lexicon to 
determine that something is not a word.

•Each bin is organized in descending order of 
word frequency so that more frequent words 
are searched before less frequent ones (so in 
this model, frequency matters).
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Orthographic File Phonological File

cat
.
.
.
.

(decreasing 
frequency)

.

.
catastrophic

.

.

/kæt/
.
.
.
.

(decreasing 
frequency)

.

.
/kætəstɹɔfɪk/

.

.

CAT

pat       cat       catty       muscat mouse

Master Lexicon

p
o

in
te

r
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Orthographic File

and
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

antes

Bin 1

the
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

thrum

Bin 2

…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

…
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Forster’s search model
•Initially, Forster conceived of the lexicon as a 
modular unit separate from other aspects of 
language processing, such as semantics and syntax.

•This predicts that syntactic and semantic context do 
not affect lexical access, but this is not true. Later 
versions of the search model include syntactic and 
semantic access files in order to address this 
problem.
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Forster’s search model

•A remaining problem lies with the serial nature 
of the model, in which each bin is searched 
serially in descending order of frequency. 

•Serial models do not capture top-down effects 
in language processing well.
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McClelland and Rumelhart’s (1981) 
Interactive Activation Model
•This model involves parallel activation of all word units to some 
degree.

•The amount of activation is proportional to the degree of match 
with the stimulus.

•Word recognition occurs when activation reaches criterion.
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McClelland and Rumelhart’s (1981) 
Interactive Activation Model
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McClelland and Rumelhart’s (1981) 
Interactive Activation Model
•Parallel activation means that many word units will become active.
•e.g., “BAND” activates the word units for band hand land sand wand 
bend bind bond bald bard baud bawd bane bang bank bans.
•One of these (band) will be stronger than all the others.
•How does the system determine which is the strongest?
• sequential comparison
• thresholds (only correct word unit should reach threshold)
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Visual tasks are (relatively) easy
Cutler (2012: 74): “Lexical decision with visual presentation is one of 
the most widely used tasks in psycholinguistics (it is an exceptionally 
tractable task: I once conceived a visual lexical decision experiment, 
devised and constructed the materials, tested twenty subjects, and 
analyzed the results, all in a single afternoon, and I doubt that this is 
a record).” 
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Models of auditory word recognition
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Neighborhood activation model (NAM)
•Luce, P. A., & Pisoni, D. B. (1998). Recognizing Spoken Words: The Neighborhood 
Activation Model. Ear and Hearing, 19(1), 1–36.
•Lexical access occurs via activation of the correct lexical representation based on 
a measure of global similarity between representations and the incoming signal.
•A target word is recognized more slowly if it has more lexical neighbors, where 
neighbors are defined as other lexical items that differ from the target by 
adding, deleting, or changing one segment.
•Therefore, high-density neighborhood targets are slow relative to low-density 
neighborhood targets.
•Frequency effects in this model arise at the post-decision stage, where more 
frequent lexical items exert a bias on possible choice of target.
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Trace model
•McClelland, J. L., & Elman, J. L. (1986). The TRACE model of speech perception. 
Cognitive Psychology, 18(1), 1-86.

•Lexical access occurs as the result of activating onset- and rhyme-overlapping 
representations matching the input.

•This model crucially depends on measures of similarity at the word-onset and 
offset positions.

•Word frequency effects are the result of stronger bottom-up connections 
between sublexical units and higher-frequency words, and are viewed as having 
a very early influence on lexical access.
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Shortlist models
•Shortlist A (A=Activation): Norris, D. (1994). Shortlist: A connectionist model of 
continuous speech recognition. Cognition, 52(3), 189-234.
•Shortlist B (B=Bayesian): Norris, D., & McQueen, J. M. (2008). Shortlist B: A 
Bayesian model of continuous speech recognition. Psychological Review, 115(2), 
357.
•Lexical access occurs as the result of competition between lexical competitors 
based on dynamic factors (Shortlist A) or as the result of likelihood and 
probability (Shortlist B).
•Word frequency effects in Shortlist A happen because…? “…there is no 
frequency effect in Shortlist A” (Norris and McQueen, 2008)
•Word frequency effects in Shortlist B happen as a result of prior probability and 
therefore are an early effect.
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Cohort models
•Original cohort model: Marslen-Wilson, W. D., & Welsh, A. (1978). Processing 
interactions and lexical access during word recognition in continuous speech. 
Cognitive Psychology, 10(1), 29-63.
•Revised cohort model: 
• Marslen-Wilson, W. D. (1987). Functional parallelism in spoken word-

recognition. Cognition, 25(1), 71-102.
• Marslen-Wilson, W. D. (1989). Access and integration: Projecting sound onto 

meaning. Marslen-Wilson, William (Ed). Lexical representation and process. 
(pp. 3-24). Cambridge, MA, US: The MIT Press

•Distributed cohort model: Gaskell, M. G., & Marslen-Wilson, W. D. (1997). 
Integrating form and meaning: A distributed model of speech perception. 
Language and Cognitive Processes, 12, 613–656.
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Cohort models
•In these models, lexical access occurs via activation based on word onset, 
resulting in an ever-shrinking cohort over time until the correct lexical 
representation remains.
•In the Cohort models, a crucial concept is the lexical uniqueness point – that is, 
the point in time during the acoustic signal at which one and only one lexical 
entry is consistent with the acoustic input.
•Word frequency effects result from higher resting activation levels for higher-
frequency words in a cohort.
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Time
•The acoustic signal unfolds over time.

•This aspect of speech perception influences the time course of word 
recognition.

•Word recognition may occur prior to the offset of the word.

•A major variable linked to this is the lexical uniqueness point of a word.
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Lexical uniqueness point

S

song

story

sparrow

saunter

slow

secret

sentry...
...

(i.e., words beginning w/ the sound heard so far)

Acoustic input
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Lexical uniqueness point

SP

spice

spoke

spare

spin

splendid

spelling

spread
(candidates that no longer fit the incoming stream, are eliminated)

...

Acoustic input
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Lexical uniqueness point

SPI

spit

spigot

spill

spiffy

spinaker

spirit

spin...

Acoustic input
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Lexical uniqueness point

SPIN

spin

spinach

spinster

spinaker

spindle

Acoustic input
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Lexical uniqueness point

SPINA spinach

Acoustic input Only one lexical competitor left = target
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Lexical uniqueness point

SPINA spinach

Lexical uniqueness point

•Note: Some words have no uniqueness point (e.g., “spin”).
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Morphological complexity
•Word recognition is also affected by the number and type of  
morphemes in a word.

•Because the set of English prefixes and suffixes is relatively small and 
used often, some researchers propose that affixes vs. roots are 
stored separately in the lexicon.
• The good: this shrinks the amount of storage space necessary to 

hold the lexicon.

• The bad: this complicates word retrieval because we would have to 
access both the base and the affix and then combine them.
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Morphological complexity
•McKay (1978) investigated whether response time would be affected by the 
morphological and related phonological complexity of the word.

•Participants were presented with spoken verbs and then asked to produce the 
related noun as quickly as possible. For example:
• govern

• decide

• exist

• judge

•Participants took longer to respond when the derivational suffix was more 
complex (i.e., involved phonological changes to the base, like –ion in decision).
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Morphological complexity
•Snodgrass & Jarvella (1972) used lexical decision task to investigate 
reaction time differences between affixed and unaffixed words.

•The hypothesis is that if affixes and roots are stored separately, then 
access of affixed words should take longer because the word has to be 
decomposed into multiple parts for the search and then recombined. 

•Unaffixed words, on the other hand, do not get decomposed, since they 
only have one part.

•Results showed that participants were slower to respond if the target 
word had an affix.
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Morphological complexity
•Taft (1981) also used a lexical decision task to investigate 
reaction time differences between prefixed and “pseudo-
affixed” words such as “relish”, “record” and “corner”.

•If prefixes are “stripped” before lexical access then words 
that look like that they have a prefix or suffix should take 
longer than truly prefixed words (e.g., relish vs. rewrite).

•Results showed that participants were slower to respond to 
pseudo-prefixed words than prefixed words.
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Morphological complexity
•Can morphology affect lexical access even when it is difficult to 
discover?

•Work in Semitic languages can answer this question since their 
morphology is known to be quite unusual.
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Morphological structure
•Words have internal structure; e.g., English words built out of the root fund by 
adding prefix and suffix morphemes to the root morpheme:
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Morphological structure in Semitic
•Semitic languages provide a really stringent test for a morphological level 
because their morphology is both typologically unusual and also relatively 
abstract.

•Semitic “root-and-pattern” morphology: 

•Word =
• Root: typically 3 consonants +
• Word pattern: vowels and syllable structure

•Do Semitic roots show the same priming effects?

•If they do, this would provide very convincing evidence for a 
morphological level in processing.
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Morphological structure in Semitic
•For instance, the Maltese root ktb is instantiated in these words.
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What do different models say?
Existing word recognition models fall into three broad categories:

1. Automatic decomposition (e.g., Taft et al. 1986, Meunier and Segui 1999, Wurm 2000)

Words are parsed into roots and affixes obligatorily.

2. Full listing only (e.g., Tyler et al. 1988)

Words are always recognized holistically.

3. Hybrid models (e.g., Schriefers et al. 1991, Marslen-Wilson et al. 1994, Balling and Baayen 
2008)

Words can be parsed into roots and affixes, or recognized holistically.
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